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The village of Vance (now in Belgium) has stood since Roman times with its bridge over the Semois river (detail from Blaeu’s 1645 map of Luxembourg)

Why a Strategic Plan?
Since it was established in 1984, the Vance Family Association (VFA) has been a resource for all
our members to benefit from the shared knowledge of past and current members. We have
never been a passive information repository; a founding principle of the VFA insists that we
continuously share our information with our members. We pursue that mission aggressively
through our newsletters, websites, the DNA project, and by all the means we have developed to
support our members in their genealogical pursuits.
But genealogy as it was when the VFA was formed in 1984 no longer exists. Advances like mass
digitization of traditional records, online research collaboration, and the advent of “genetic
genealogy” DNA testing have disrupted what was once considered a scholarly hobby beyond
recognition. We cannot ignore these forces and be blind to the changing needs of our members.
We cannot react only when pushed; we have to anticipate and lead. So our mission requires that
we continually and proactively adapt ourselves to our ever-changing world.
That in turn requires a strategy, and a plan.

Our Journey So Far
The by-laws are amended
to include Vances of 1987
Wentz and other descent.

The Vance Family Association is founded,
focused on Scottish/Irish Vance
1984 originally
ancestry. Within the first year the VFA has
137 members. The first newsletter is
released in 1985.
The first pedigree database goes

1991 digital in Personal Ancestral File.
The coat of arms and

1995 corporate tartan are adopted.
VFA launches
1998 The
its first website.
The first DNA
2006 Project report is
released, covering
an initial 25
members.

The DNA Project grows to 2011
8 subgroups covering 153 members.
First digital newsletter
distribution via email. 2012
Historian’s Research and other archives first
provided to members on VFA website The digital 2014
archive of past newsletters is completed in 2017.
DNA Project grows to 16
subgroups covering 314 members. 2019
VFA Member wears the VFA’s Vance
corporate tartan at the 2012 Highland Games

The VFA Today
-

Digital and hardcopy Newsletters 3-4x year with articles on Vance/Vans/Wentz history and pedigrees.

-

Digital Pedigree Database of 88,585+ people housing the accumulated genealogical research of our
past and current VFA members and DNA project participants.

-

Archives of Vance/Vans/Wentz-related newsletters, books, research and artifacts.

-

Access to experienced Vance/Vans/Wentz researchers and research advice.

-

Website of digital Vance/Vans/Wentz-related information and research aid.
(http://www.vancefamilyassociation.org)

-

Online Blog (Vance History Online) for Vance/Vans/Wentz researchers.
(http://vancehistoryonline.blogspot.com)

-

Vance/Vans/Wentz DNA Project and DNA testing resources (314 members).
(https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/vance)

-

The “VFA Short Takes” video series of 15-20 minute episodes on surname and VFA-related topics.

-

Biannual meetings for face-to-face Vance/Vans/Wentz conferences and information-sharing.

Entry for Johann Jost Wentz (Jost Wentz) from the 1786 PA Septennial Census

Our Evolving Membership
While our members today hail from many countries,
traditionally Vance Family Association members have
traced their ancestry either to the Irish/Scottish Vans
origins of the Vance surname or to German
immigrants into English-speaking countries whose
original Wentz surname was anglicized to Vance.
The VFA’s DNA Project and growing pedigree
database is finding a much more diverse set of
origins for the Vance surname, however,
including:
• At least 2 different Irish lines of Vances who
seem to have each adopted the surname or a
variant before 1600AD;
• Another Scottish line of Vances from around
1500AD near Glasgow whose ultimate origins
are still unknown,
• A branch of the Maxwells of Scotland who
adopted the Vans/Vance surname in medieval
times perhaps around 1400AD;
• Possibly 3 different origins for Wentzes;
• And at least 5 other US lines of Vances whose
pre-US origins are still unknown.
Front & Back of Barnbarroch House, the original manor house of
the Vans of Barnbarroch, before it was destroyed by fire in 1941.

The Vance/Vans/Wentz DNA Project “project wheel” of all project members
showing the ancient genetic connections between the 16 subgroups of Vances

The Changing Landscape
In addition to our membership’s evolving Vance
origins, we recognize the many forces impacting
our members and genealogy overall to which we
must adapt, including:
• The increasing online collaboration and
research support while the need also
continues to support traditional researchers;
• The increasing reliance on DNA research and
its integration into regular genealogy;
• The growing volume of traditional research
resources available in digital form online;
• The increasing participation in genealogy by
parties with short-term interests or no
experience in traditional research methods.
As digital sources increase, genealogy is fast
moving out of the exclusive domain of
experienced genealogists and methodical
researchers and over to a wider group who are
curious about their origins but do not aspire to
become genealogy experts. Associations like the
VFA are well-placed to support this shift in
interests by making our knowledge more
accessible and need to embrace this change.

Our Future Plans
To continue supporting our members and address this changing landscape, the Vance
Family Association will focus on the following strategic goals over the next three to
five years:

Enhance Member Services
•
•
•
•
•

Modernize our collected research available to members.
Continue our regular newsletters in both digital and printed formats.
Digitize and make additional VFA resources available online.
Promote networking and collaboration between member researchers.
Link VFA Pedigree and DNA Project research more closely for members.

Attract New Leadership
• Recruit new officers and other volunteers for the Association.

Grow our Reach and Resources
• Sponsor continued research (both DNA and
traditional) into Vance/Vans/Wentz origins.
• Advertise selected VFA events and services
through genealogy channels and other
organizations.
• Continue to actively collect and
organize member pedigrees.
The Peter Wentz Farmstead in Worcester, PA. The first Peter Wentz received this land as a grant from William
Penn and the farm has been in continual operation since 1744. Credit: Wikimedia Commons, author Hshuvaeva

In 1817 a Virginian named Abner
Vance was arrested for murder. His
trial would last two years and set
legal precedents in the young United
States. While in prison, Abner
composed “The Vance Song”, still
believed to be the first song written
west of the Allegheny Mountains by
European settlers. Abner was
eventually convicted and hanged in
1819.

Planning Cycle
The VFA’s planning cycle will ensure we have a “living plan” to implement
our strategic goals and still allow us to adjust to future changes. We can of
course also adjust to member input or immediate association needs and will
incorporate those into the strategic plan also along the way.
Adopt Strategic
Plan and
Actionable 18Month Milestones

Every 3-5 Years:
Bigger Look at
Trends, Update
Strategic Plan

Biannually:
Celebrate
Accomplishments,
Adjust Milestones

Develop and
Implement
Workplans Based
on Milestones

Annually: Review
Progress and
Adjust Priorities or
Workplans

Short-Term Actions
Prioritized actions in support of our Future Plans and
beyond our regular activities:
Strategic Direction and
Goals (3-5 Year Horizon)

Enhancing Member
Services

Attract New
Leadership

Grow Our Reach and
Resources

Actions (Within 18 Months)
•

Modernize our collected research repositories and
related member services.

•

Digitize additional VFA Archives.

•

Enhance information accessible to members through
the VFA website.

•

Provide member-accessible connections between
DNA Project groups and pedigrees.

•

By request, enable member collaboration based on
research interest.

•

Share our enthusiasm for history, genealogy and
family research through VFA events, bi-annual
meetings, and regular communications.

•

Recruit and encourage new leadership for VFA officer
and staff volunteer positions.

•

Sponsor selected DNA testing and upgrades and
selected traditional genealogy research.

•

Proactively communicate the VFA’s mission and
offerings through online social media and
genealogical periodicals or other channels.
One of our over 88,000 Vance
ancestors - John Vance (1786 – 1869)

Ancestral castle of Les Baux in southern France. The Baux family are the historically-documented (and probably fanciful) origins of the de Vaux of Normandy from which
the Scottish and Irish Vances are traditionally descended.
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